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TT No.119: Andrew Gallon - Wednesday 16th January 2007; Spennymoor Town v 

Stokesley Sports Club; Ernest Armstrong Memorial Trophy; Res: 2-3; Att: 120 (est.); 

Admission: £3; Programme: £1.20 (16pp); FGIF Match Rating: 4*. 

It's good to see Spennymoor's born-again football club prospering once more in the 

Northern League, their spiritual home. Moors look good to win promotion from the 

Second Division this season, an achievement which would do much to banish 

memories of their heart-breaking recent flirtation with the game outside the warm 

embrace of the North East. The club, then using the suffix United, progressed to 

the UniBond League via the Northern Counties (East) League. But, in common with 

equally ambitious fellow former Northern League rivals Whitley Bay and Bishop 

Auckland, found the higher travelling costs and heftier wage bills impossible to 

pay. All three clubs are now back where they started - and, it would seem, happy 

to be so. For some, the grass is not always greener higher up the pyramid. United's 

experience was the harshest: the club collapsed after floundering in a financial 

pool too deep and too murky to dredge here. But they reformed under new owners 

in the Northern League in 2005 as Spennymoor Town, merging with the similarly 

bereft Evenwood Town, and haven't looked back since. Town, coincidentally, was 

the name of one of the two clubs (Wearside Ironopolis were the other) who got 

together in 1904 to take over the lease on the Brewery Field ground on the demise 

of its previous tenant, Tudhoe Rugby Club.  

In many ways, the ground mirrors the town. Spennymoor, along with most of west 

Durham, was hit badly by the loss of the traditional industries of coal, iron and 

steel. Its centre, despite sympathetic modernisation, does not bear the hallmarks 

of prosperity. One wonders how some of the retailers survive. Four o'clock on a 

Tuesday afternoon and the high street is all but deserted. Only the Morrison's and 

Co-op supermarkets appear to be doing any business. Will we ever learn? The 

Brewery Field is also a halfway house - some of it tasteful and modern; some of it 

seedy and decaying. Its location is exceptionally cramped, with the ground 

hemmed in tightly by houses and narrow streets on all four sides. First impressions 

are not good. Approaching down the squeeze that is Wood Vue, the burned-out and 

forlorn remnants of the social club are on the left and the plain main stand, a 300-

seat cantilever opened in 1990 at a cost of £255,000, dead ahead. The perimeter 

fortifications appear designed to keep undesirables out. Compared to the 

claustrophobic nature of the neighbourhood, the Brewery Field feels quite spacious 

inside. Through the Durham Road end turnstiles (note the original club name in 

wrought iron above the gate) and past the sorry social club, the ground opens out 

and you can draw breath.  

Let's deal with the highlights first. The brick-built main stand, which replaced the 

fondly remembered 'Shed', straddles the halfway line and provides a focal point. 

Five rows of seats are laid out alternately in the club's black and white colours. 

Eye-catching and effective. Behind the seating tier are two bars - fans to the left, 



players and officials to the right - with windows overlooking a pitch which slopes 

appreciably from the Durham Road end. The public bar features a fascinating 

framed montage of programme covers from big Spennymoor games of the past, 

including a 1959 Midland League match at Peterborough United. Refreshments can 

also be obtained here, with delightfully informal access to the stairs via the 

players' tunnel. Breezeblock dug-outs are placed either side of the stand, about 

level with the edge of each penalty area. There is some serviceable terracing on 

the turnstile side of the stand and downbeat boarded-up portable buildings to the 

left. The bottom end of the ground is taken up by the Joyce Hindmarch Memorial 

Stand. This cover, which shelters six steps of terracing, runs the full width of the 

pitch and was opened in 1996 by Peter Reid, then manager of Sunderland. The 

other two parts of the ground are, frankly, a bit of a mess. The far side has never 

recovered from losing the original grandstand, which survived for 50 years until the 

post-Bradford Fire hysteria saw it condemned and demolished in 1986. There is 

some decent terracing either side of where it stood but, for the most part, weeds 

and clutter reign supreme. A redundant turnstile block in the top corner completes 

a depressing picture. This side has only recently been brought back into use to 

enable the club to meet the grading requirements of the Northern League's First 

Division, thus clearing the way (as it were) for promotion. To the rear are the 

gardens of a row of red-brick semis, whose upper windows enjoy the best view in 

the house. Ancient open terracing behind the Durham Road end goal has very 

narrow steps and is made slippery by the moss adorning much of it. An expanse of 

netting separates the vocal Moors fans from their heroes.  

Tonight's programme (rather less than good value for the cover price) indicates a 

clean-up is on-going, and this should help what could be a very tidy enclosure 

realise its potential. The winners of this tie earn a place in the last eight of the 

Ernest Armstrong Memorial Trophy - the Second Division Cup for Northern League 

teams. But the first half suggests neither are particularly tempted by the prospect. 

We reach the interval goalless, with the one incident of note coming in the 25th 

minute when Stokesley's David Grainge clears a David Manson header off his own 

line. Moors struggle to create anything, despite having plenty of the ball and the 

considerable slope in their favour.  

Surprisingly, the second half is a thrill-a-minute white-knuckle ride: commitment, 

goals and a stunning climax with a twist in its tail. Moors' Tom Jones sets the tone 

five minutes in by rounding off a patient passing movement with a sweet drive 

from the left-hand side of the penalty area. It's not unusual, apparently. Stokesley, 

relative newcomers to this league, come up with a route one response. Keeper 

Matthew Drury thumps a free-kick down the inside-right channel and Craig 

Johnston (64) chases it down as the defender’s slumber, to beat back-up keeper 

Craig Alston - on loan from Tow Law Town and unimpressive - with an angled shot 

which just creeps in. It's nip and tuck from then on. Moors play much better up the 

hill (how often does that sort of thing happen!) and Stokesley, growing in 

confidence, commit more men forward. Moors assistant manager Jason Ainslie, on 

as a half-time sub, thinks he's clinched victory nine minutes from time when he 

crashes an 18-yard volley through a ruck of players into the roof of the net. But Ian 



Fairlamb rises highest three minutes later to head in a Nathan Liddell free-kick as 

the unhappy Alston gets caught in a goalkeeping no man's land. Liddell then wins it 

for the visitors in the dying moments with a superbly-struck effort from outside the 

box. Alston gets a hand on the shot but cannot prevent it fizzing into the bottom 

corner. A denouement as thrilling as it was unexpected. Moors have lost just two 

of 25 league games this season and their fans file out in stunned silence at the 

final whistle.  

To find the Brewery Field from the town centre, follow the signs for Tudhoe and, 

once on Durham Road, take the fifth left - Wood Vue - after passing the Salvin 

Arms pub on the left. Parking is a nightmare. It's best to try one of the streets on 

the opposite side of Durham Road to the ground. 
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